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NOMENCLATURE

A channel cross sectional area

Ca capillary number

D hydraulic diameter, jet nozzle diameter

f friction factor

g geavitational acceleration

i enthalpy

I inertia

j volumetric flux

k loss coefficient

1 distance

L distance, axial extent of flow regime

N number

p, P pressure

,P

q heat flux

t time

v velocity

ve,j drift velocity

w mass flux

x quality

z length variable

vi



Greek Symbols

. o_ void fraction of gas phase

8(x) perturbation on x

Ap pressure drop

Aifg latent heat of evaporation

rl heated perimeter

e surface roughness

_. length at boiling point

viscocity

p density

cr surface tension

Subscripts

c value at orifice throat

e at exit

f liquid phase

g gas phase

" i value at ithe section

. J jet nozzle

m mixture

0 at entrance condition

pch phase change

Re Reynolds

vii



s at saturation

Sub subcooling

Symbols

average

viii



HYDRODYNAMICALLY INDUCED DRYOUT AND POST DRYOUT

IMPORTANT TO HEAVY WATER REACTORS- A Yearly Progess Report

by
~

M. Ishii, S. T. Revankar, I. Babelli and S. Lele

ABSTRACT

Recently, the safety of low pressure liquid cooled nuclear reactors has become a very

important issue with reference to the operation of the heavy water reactors at Savannah River
Plant. Under accident conditions such as loss-of-flow or loss-of-coolant, these reactors

typically encounter unstable two-phase flow which may lead to the occurrence of dryout and

subsequent fuel failure. An anlytical study using the one-dimensional drift flux model was

carried out to investigate the two-phase flow instability for Westinghouse Savannah ]River

Site reactor. The analysis indicates that the first and higher order instabilities exist in the

possible transient operational conditions. The instabilities are encountered at higher heat

fluxes or lower flow rates. The subcooling has a stabilizing effect except at very low
subcooling. An experimental loop has been designed and constructed to study the CHF

induced by various flow instabilities. Details of this test loop are presented. Initial test results

have been presented.

The two-phase flow regimes and hydrodynamic behaviors in the post dryout region have

been studied under propagating rewetting conditions. The effect of subcooling and inlet

velocity on flow transition as well as on the quench front propagation was investigated. The

test liquid was Freon 113 which was introduced into the bottom of the quartz test section
whose walls were maintained well above the film boiling temperature of the test liquid, via a

transparent heat transfer fluid. The flow regimes observed down stream of the upward moving

quench front were the rough wavy, the agitated, and the dispersed droplet/ligaments. A
correlation for the flow regime transition between the inverted annular and the dispersed

droplet/ligament flow patterns was developed. The correlation showed a marked dependence

on the void fraction at the CI-IF location and hence on the flow regime encountered in the
pre-CHYregion.



1. INTRODUCTION

The phenomena of critical heat flux (CHF) results in a build up of an insulating vapor
layer on the surface of the heater. This leads to abrupt reduction in heat transfer rate and rise

in the heater surface temperature, that may lead to material failure of the heater. Generally

the CHF mechanism under flow boiling conditions can be classified in to two categories

depending on the vapor quality. At low vapor quality, the CHF is noted by a transition from
nucleate boiling to film boiling. This is also called departure from nucleate boiling (DNB).

This typically occurs at high pressure and/or high coolant mass velocities. On the otherhand

at high vapor quality the CHF occurs mainly by dryout process where prior to reaching CHF

the heater surface is covered by thin layer of liquid, while the bulk of the coolant flow

consists of mixture of vapor and entrained liquid droplets. As the heat flux increases the

thickness of the liquid layer decreases due to evaporation. With enough heat flux the surface

dries out causing abrupt rise in heater surface temprature. Typically this dryout CI-IF occurs

in constrained geometries and at saturated or near saturated flow conditions. The values of

dryout CHF are lower than the DNB type CHF which occur at low vapor qualities. The
dryout CHF is very important at low pressure and low flow conditions. Because at these

conditions various flow instabilities due to boiling occur and lead to premature CHF
situations [1,2].

Recently, the safety of low pressure liquid cooled nuclear reactors has become a very

important issue as examplified by the heavy water reactors at Savannah River Plant (SRP).

Because the design of the SRP reactors differs significantly from commercial reactors, the

safety analysis methodology developed for the commercial reactors can not be applied
directly to the SRP reactors. Under accident conditions such as loss-of-flow or loss-of-

coolant, these reactors typically encounter unstable two-phase flow which may lead to the
occurrence of dryout and subsequent fuel failures. These hydrodynamically induced CHF

phenomena under forced convection at low pressure (large density ratio) and low flow
conditions are quite different from those well understood CI-IF phenomena [3-5].

Beyond CHF, the direct liquid/solid contact can not be sustained and this leads to much

higher temperatures for the heaters/fuel assemblies. However, the ultimate failure of the fuel

assemblies depends on the post dryout heat transfer and duration of dryout. There are recent

experimental indications that the post dryout heat transfer can be relatively high at low

qualities [6-8]. This may delay the timing of the burnout or mitigate the fuel failure under
certain conditions. It should be noted that the hydrodynamically induced CHF are not limited

to the downward flow systems.

Inspite of the importance of the coolability limit imposed by the CHF and post CHF heat

transfer under low flow and low pressure conditions, the main emphases of reactor safety
analyses both for water and liquid-metal cooled reactors have been directed to more drastic

accident conditions where natural convection boiling or low flow hydrodynamically induced



CHF arc of little importance, lt can be recognized that the low flow CHI= phenomena is

important in several key areas:

1) Safety analysis of existing and new production reactors or research reactors

2) Safety analysis of liquid metal cooled reactors

3) Safety analysis of decay heat removal by natural convection boiling in conventional light
wa;er reactors.

Only recently, the importance of the CHF phenomena at low flow and low pressure has

been recognized. However, the state of the art indicates that a clear understanding of these

phenomena has not been attained yet. Well designed experimental studies to generate

benchmark data as well as careful mechanistic modeling are needed to develop reliable

predictive method for those phenomena. In relation to isotope production reactors, the post
dryout heat transfer and two-phase flow are very important duc to occurrences of the

premature dryout caused by the hydrodynamic instabilities,

The present investigation is aimed at developing a clear understandings and reliable

predictive methods for the low flow CHF phenomena and post dryout heat transfer at low

pressures. A particular focus is on the hydrodynamically induced dryout and subsequent post
dryout phenomena at down flow conditions.



2. CHF UNDER LOW FLOW AND LOW PRESSURE CONDITIONS

2.1 State of the Arts Review

Barnard ct al. [9] investigated dryout flow rate for an upward flow of Freon-ll3 ha a

vertical tube. They classified the burnout mechanisms into five types. When the flow passages
are substantially filled with liquid, the burnout will occur due to the vapor production by

boiling which prevents liquid from reaching the heated surface. This is the well-known pool

boiling burnout. Flooding limited burnout occurs at zero net flow through the flow passage

when the vapor flow prevents a sufficient downward flow of liquid [10]. When the flow rate

through the flow passage is not zero, but very low, ali liquid entering into the passage from

the bottom will be evaporated and the vapor flow will prevent liquid flowing down from the

top. In this case, the dryout occurs when the vapor quality approaches 100%. This is called a

circulation limited burnout. For higher flow rates, a substantial amount of the liquid will be

entrained by the vapor flow, which causes dryout at vapor qualities less than 100%. This is so
called entrainment burnout. The last two types have often been referred to as a basic

mechanism of burnout in annular two-phase flow [11]. However, the observations by

Mishima and Ishii [3,4] indicated the possibility of burnout caused by the flow regime
transition from churn-turbulent to annular flow. This type of burnout occurred over the same

range of mass velocity as circulation limited burnout. At present boundary between these

different types of burnout cannot be predicted with high accuracy.

The effects of the flow instabilities [12,13], flow regime rxansition and counter current

flow limitations on the CHF are not fully understood. This is particularly true for an initially

downward flow system. Ishii and Fauske[ 14] analyzed a loss-of-piping integrity accident for a

loop type LNIFBR. The result showed that the rapid flow decay toward a flow reversal lead to

the two-phase excursion and subsequent premature dryout. Furthermore it was pointed out

that the effect of the hysteresis for the flow excursion was significant. Thus the system could
only recover from the dryout condition at a heat flux which was much lower than the CHF

point.

i.

2.2 Stability Analysis

Here the stability analysis for Westinghouse Savannah River Site Reactor has been

carried out. The problem formulation was based on time and area averaged one dimensional

drift flux model, with the necessary constitutive equations. A characteristic equation was
obtained by analytically integrating the set of conservative equations for transient conditions

using the small perturbation method. The characteristic equation was solved for the stability

interms of the operating conditions. Using this characteristic equation stability boundary will

be obtained and represented in the stability plane of the phase change number and subcooling



thestabilityofthesystemwerestudiedandpresentedingraphicalforms.

2 2.1 Classification of Instabilities

Two phase flow instabilities can be conveniently classified (Boure' ct al [12]) into those

instability mechanisms which can be explained in terms of steady state laws (static
in_tabilities), and those which can be explained in terms of transient conservation equations

(dynamic instabilities). Several examples of each type of instability mode arc given below.

a) Static Instabilities :

1. Excursive (Ledinegg) instabilities
2. Flow regime relay_ation instabilities
3. Nucleation instabilities

b) Dynamic Instabilities :

1. Density wave oscillations

2. Pressure drop oscillations

3. Flow regime excited instabilities
4. Acoustic instabilities

5. Condensation induced instabilities

The most important instability modes of practical concern arc the excursive and density

wave modes. Flow regime rclaxatio_ instability is caused by the different pressure drop

characteristics of different flow regimes. Flow fluctuations can result in flow regime

transition, causing pressure drop fluctuations which cause flow fluctuations • this shows that

the instability can Dc cyclic. Nucleation instabilities include bumping and geysering
phenomena, and are characterized by periodic relaxation of the metastable condition that

builds up due to insufficient nucleation sites. Liquid superheat can build up until the existing

nucleation sites are activated, then rapid boiling and expulsion of two phase mixture may
occur.

If a system with a compressible volume has a pressure drop curve with a negative slope,

periodic flow excursions may occur, resulting into pressure drop fluctuations. The reason for
periodic flow excursion is that the compressible volume causes the flow to divert in such a

way as to compensate the presstu_ drop fluctuations caused by flow perturbation. The liquid

inertia causes the flow to fluctuate back and forth, giving rise to pressure drop oscillations.

Flow regime excited instabilities can occur when a particular flow pattern, normally slug

flow, induces a periodic disturbance in the system operating state. If the frequency Of the

disturbance is close to the natural frequency of the two phase system, a resonance can occur.

Acoustic instabilities may occur duc to the proper combination of system geometry and

sonic speed. Similar to single phase compressible fluid flow, organ pipe type standing waves



can be set up by a pressure pulse propagating at the local speed of sound through two phase
mixtures flowing in a conduit. Condensation induced instabilities can lead to large

waterhammer type loads. A typical example is the so called chugging phenomena observed in

the vent pipes of steam relief valves submerged into a liquid pool. High velocity steam in the

form of a jet within the pool collapses due to condensation, causing a liquid slug to surge up
in the discharge line. Steam can heat up its interface to saturation, allowing the discharging

ste__mpressure to increase, such that the slug is blown back into the pool A cyclic process of

this kind is associated with large inertial loads transmitted to the walls of the vessel

containing the liquid pool

Excursive Instabilities

Excursive instabilities are nonperiodic flow excursions. Instabilities of this type often

caused problems in the early low pressure fossil boilers, since flow excursions can lead to
burnout of the boiler tubes. Le_negg [15] was the first to analyze the instability successfully,

and hence the instability is also referred as Ledinegg instability. To understand the

instability, consider the transient momentum equation for a boiling loop written in the form

zdw
dt = [Appump- APloop] (1)

where 8Ploop is the loop pressure drop, _Sppmpis the pressure rise due to the pump, and the
loop inertia I, is given by

S Li
I = Z"I-- (2)

i=l L

where Li and Ai arc the duct length and flow area in section i.

Consider a small flow perturbation about the steady state

w(t) - w0 + gw(t) (3)

Equations (1) and (3) imply

I dSw _(APloop) _(Appump) ] gw 0dt + _w [Wo- _)w Jwo =
(4)

,mi

The solutionofequation(4)is

_}(Aploop) c)(Appump) i) ]gw(t)= 8w(O)[Exp(-[ 0w Iw0- Iw0] (5)

Now, the system is said to be stable if limSw(t)= 0. Thus, equation (5) implies stability to

flow excursions if



0(Aploop) 0(APpump)
0w Iwo> 0w Iw0 (6)

Thus excursive instabilities can be predictedthroughthe use of the steady state head vs. flow
curve of the loop andthe pump.

Most often for low system pressure and low inlet loss coefficients, there is a negative
slope region of operad:.a of the loop for which 0(APloop)/0wlw0< 0. It can be seen that

equation (6) implies that in this region, the system will be unstable unless the slope of the
headvs. flow curve for the pump is even more negative. ThusLe,dinegg flow instability is an
important concern in setting SRS reactor power limits because it can lead to fuel dryout
followed by rapid fuel temperature excursion and damage.

Density Wave Oscillations

The physical mechanism associated with density wave oscillations is fairly well
understood. Basically, density waves oscillations are caused by the lag introduced in the

system by the finite speed of propagation of density perturbations. Consider a boiling channel
with a subcooled inlet subjected to a constant, parallel channel type pressure drop boundary
condition. A perun'bation in the inlet velocity, will create a propagatingenthalpy perturbation,
in the single phase region. The point at which boiling begins will then be perturbed by the
arrival of this enthalpy wave. This will result into a propagating void fraction perturbation,
and thus, a density wave in the two phase region.

Due to the change in flow rate and nonboiling length, there will be a perturbation in the
two phase pressure drop. Since the pressure drop across the channel is externally imposed,
there will be a feedback perturbation in the single phase pressure drop. Because of the lags
associated with the finite speed of propagation of the enthalpy and void fraction perturbations,
the resultant pressure drop perturbation in the two phase region and the corresponding
feedback perun'bation in the single phase region will normally be out of phase with the inlet
velocity perturbation. Depending on the lag, the resultant pressure drop perturbation in the

single phase region may either reinforce or attenuate the subsequent inlet velocity
perturbation.

2.2.2 Dynamic Problem Formulation

a) System Description

The system shown in Fig. 1 represents a coolant channel of the Westinghouse Savannah
River Site reactor, lt consists of a channel having flow with heat add/don between two

volume capacitances which can insulate any systematic propagation of disturbances. The
volume capacitances are the riser and downcomer. The system does not include the riser and

the down comer, also it does not include components like pump and turbine. The system is



Figu_ 1 Schematic diagram of the Sys_m



divided into four regions, namely, the upstream unheated region [A], the heated liquid region
[13],the heated mixture region [C], and the downstream unheated region [D].

The thermodynamic process begins with the subcooled liquid of enthalpy il, entering the
heated duct [B], with velocity vii. The heat flux imposed on region [BI is assumed to be

constant. The liquid temperature and enthalpy increases as it moves through the heated duct,

so assuming thermal equilibrium, the boiling boundary is taken to be the point at which the

bulk liquid enthalpy reaches the saturation value irs. From here onwards, phase change takes

piace, and the mixture enthalpy and the void fraction increases as the two phase mixture

moves through the heated mixture region [C]. This process can be assumed to take piace at

constant pressure, if the channel pressure drop is assumed to be relatively small compared to
the absolute system pressure.

b) Governing Equations

Region[A]: In this region the flow is assumed to be incompressible and the process is taken as

isenthalpic. The velocity field is obtained with the continuity equation. Using the velocity

field the acceleration, friction, and gravity presure drops are obtained, including the pressure
drop across the valve or the orifice at the entrance to the region [B], from the momentum
equation.

Ac
rf0 = "7--vii(t) continuity eq. (7)

t_0

_ _)p . _)vt_ c)vf00"-z"= Pf(_ + vf0_ + go + vm2) momentum eq. (8)
qJ

For an orifice or a valve at the entrance of region [BI, Api = kipfvii 2.

The friction factor f0 = f0(Psystem,vm, Itr, Co, D0).

Region[B]: In this region pressure and dissipation effects on liquid enthalpy are neglected.

The thermal equilibrium between the phases is assumed. The boundary between region [BI

and [C] is taken to be at z = _, where if = irs(sat). Heat source is assumed to generate steady

flux. The wall heat capacity is assumed to be small compared with to the fluid heat capacity.
Using the continuity equation, the velocity field is obtained. The boundary between regions

lA] and [13] is obtained from the energy equations, under the assumption of thermal
equilibrium.



lO

_pf _pfvf

_-"_+ __ continuity eq. (9)

_if _}if q 0rl

0--'t-+ vf 0z pfAc energy eq. (10)

.vf fs 2
-- _Z = Pf("_+Vf'_z +g+'_'Vf ) momentum eq. (11)

The equation of state is Of = Pf(Psyst_m)= constant.
The friction factor fs -" fs(P_stem,vf, gf,ss,D).

Region[C]" In this region the thermodynamic processes are assumed to take piace at constant

pressure, so that p = p(i) only. With this assumption the momentum equation is dccoupled
from the continuity and energy equations. The continuity and energy equations can are
solved to get the kinematic variables. Using the values of kinematic variables, the momentum

equation is used to calculate the pressure drop. Here one dimensional time arid area averaged
drift flux model is used. calculate the pressure drop. The surface tension effects, ax'.al
conduction and normal stresses are neglected.

OPm _pmVm
0"'_ + Oz mixture continuity eq. (12)

Pm("_" + Vm-'_-z ) = --_ 0z ( Pm VgjAifg) mixture energy eq. (13)

_P _Vm _Vm fm 2
- 0"_ =pm( Ot _'vm _z Og+-_-v m )+

0._..(Pf"Pm PgPf_ 2
0z Pm-Pg _mm-v_ ) mixture momentum eq. (14)

Here the mixture enthalpy is im=(0tpgig+(1-_)pfif)/pm. The mixture density is
Pm = otpg + (1-o0pf. For closure of the equations appropriate constitutive equations are used

for drift velocity _'_j,mixture friction factor fm, and imposed heat flux q"0.

Region[D]' In this region the pressure drop effects on mixture properties are neglected and

the process is assumed to be isenthalpic. The kinematics of fluid is described by the
continuity equation. The pressure drop calculations are similar to the re#on [C], and the

pressure drop across the valve or orifice located at the exit of the heated section [C] is
obtained trough the loss coefficient.

From continuity equation at z = 1, the boundary between re#on [C] and lD]
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Vrne= A'-'-_-Vm(1,t). (15)

_Vme _Vme free 2
-- _.--_= Pme(--_+Vme---_Z +g+-_-Vme ) +

I,a

0 Pf"Pme PgPf
0z ( V_j2) momentum eq. (16)Pme-Pg Pme

Isenthalpic condition represents the energy equation.

2 2.3 Method of Solution

The objective is to obtain the transient response of the system, and determine the stability
criteria for the system. The origin of axial coordiante is chosen to be the boundary between
regions [AI and [BI, i.e. z---0at the boundary of [AI and [BI.
The initial and the boundary conditions are: At z = 0, t_,

Pf = Pf(Psystem),P = Psystem= constant.

if = il = constant, if = ifs(Psystem), vf = vti(t) = vii+Sv(t).

The velocity perturbation is modeled using frequency response: 8v(t)=ee st, where

s = a + jw. Here, a is the amplification coefficient of a particular oscillation mode and w is the
angular frequency. The perturbation analysis is assumed to be linear, in the sense that is

assumed to be infinitesimal, compared to finite vfi. Thus, only the first order terms in are

retained, higher order terms are neglected. The steps in the solution procedure are listed.

1. Use kinematics with boundary conditions to get steady state and perturbed solutions
for kinematic variables.

2. Use dynamics to get steady state and perturbed solution for pressure drop.
tA'

3. Along with the response of pressure perturbation, use heat flux boundary condition q 0
and rheologiacl constitutive relation for friction factor fm to get the characteristic
equation: 8(Ap) = Q(s)8(v) or 8(v) = 8(Ap)/Q(s).

" The asymptotic stability of the system is determined by the nature of roots of the
characteristic equation Q(s)---0.

2.2.4 Presentation of Results

Stability Plane"

To present the stability boundaries in a two dimensional plane, two representative

parameters as the coordinates, are required. For constant system pressure, inlet velocity, given
fluid and geometry, the Froude number, the Reynolds number, the drift number and the
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density ratio are fixed. Hence, the subcooling and the phase change numbers are useful as the
coordinates of the stability plane. Operational domain in the stability plane is bounded by the
physical restriction on heat flux and subcooling. For positive subcooling, if Ais denotes the
maximum possible subcooling, then

Als Ap
0 < Nsub _ (17)

Airs pg

For boiling in the channel, without superheating,

Ap
Npch- _ < NSub< Npeh (18)

Pg

For constant exit quality,

Ap
NSub= Nr,eh- xe_ (19)

Pg

The dimensionless length of the boiling region is given by

x*= x = Nsf__& (20)
1 Nr h

Equations (17), (18), (19) and (20) represent the basic characteristics in the stability plane.
Figure (2) shows the stability plane with these basic characteristics.

Two computer codes, which are currently under development will be used for the
numerical analysis. One code determines the neutral stability curves, and the other tests
chosen points for stability. The parametric equations describing the neutral stability curve are
obtained by separating the real and imaginary parts of the shifted characteristic equation. The
limiting value w--o0 makes the imaginary part zero, thus the initial value of the real part
decides the excursive stability boundary. The stability plane is bounded by the finite domain
for its coordinates. A nodal mesh can be created by constant subcooling and quality lines.
The crossover frequencies can be found by interpolation. These are substituted into the real
part of the shifted characteristic equation and for non zero values of the real part, the stability
test is carried out. When the real part is zero, the point lies on the stability boundary. The
excursive stability boundary is also added. The stability boundaries are constructed by
coveting the entire mesh. The test of stability at any point is carried out by applying the
stability test criterion. The real and imaginary parts of the shifted characteristic equation are
calculated, the result is plotted in the s* plane, and the stability test criterion is applied.

The input data for the computer code have been obtained from Westinghouse Savannah
River Company and Babcock and Wilcox Research and Development Center at Alliance,
Ohio. The data consist of reactor geometry and operating conditions. The following
modifications are needed in the model:
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1. The inlet unheated section consists of many sections of different hydraulic diameters
and loss coefficients due to area expansion or reduction. So, the model for inlet

unheated section is used for each section individually, and then the results are summed
up for ali the unheated section.

2. The exit loss in the form of area reduction or expansion does not occur at the exit of the

heated assembly. So the exit orifice pressure drop term has to be modified by evaluating
it at the proper location.

Currently the solution to the characteristic equations as described in the method of

analysis have been obtained. The parametric equations describing the nuetral stability curve

and the stability test criterion have been obtained. The details of the analysis are given in

[16]. The initial results of the analysis indicate the existence of first order and and higher
order instabilities in the transient operating conditions. The effect of the fluid inlet subcooling

has a stabilizing effect on the system except at very low subcooling. At low flow rate the

instability is easily encountered. Also the instabilities are encountered at low system pressure
and high heat flux.

2.3 Experimental Study

2.3.1 Design Considerations

A scaling study for simulating the heavy water reactor by Freon 113 was carried out using
the previously developed thermalhydraulic similarity laws [17,18] as well as several low flow

CI-IF criteria [1-3]. Based on this study the experimental loop design has been carried out. In

Table 1 and 2 the comparison between parameters of the model and the prototype system are
given. The model geometry, working fluid and the operating conditions were chosen with

consideration to the cost effectiveness and scaling. The simulated loop correctly scales the

phase change, subcooling and friction numbers. These insure that the dynamical phenomena
due to the void propagation, enthalphy waves and pressure drop are simulated.

The CHF at low flow and low pressure condition is very complicated phenomena
influenced by both the loop dynamical characteristics and local conditions. In order to

simulate the CHF conditions, several existing CHF correlations have been examined using the
nondimensional parameters developed by Mishima and Ishii [1-3]. The results of the location

" of CHF in these parameter domain are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the case of the prototype
(Savannah River Reactors) and one for the simulation loop. Although, the exact locations of

CHF are not identical, the general behaviors are very similar between these systems.
Therefore, it is expected that the simialr CHF mechanisms can be encountered in the Purdue

simulation loop. The velocity relations between the model and the prototype as well as the

heat flux relations are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. lt can be seen that the velocity is reduced by a
factor of three. The heat flux necessary to reach CHF is reduced by a factor of 2.5 in the
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simulation loop.

2.3.2 Experimental Facility

An experimental test facility was constructed to study the critical heat flux (CHI:)

phenomenon at low flow and low pressure conditions for vertical flow of Freon-113, as the

test fluid. The annular geometry of the test section is designed to simulate the SRS (Savannah
River Site) reactor Mark 22 assembly flow conditions as discussed in the design

considerations. The test loop has a provision for both the down flow and up-flow experiments.

The schematics of the experimental facility is shown in Fig. 7. Central to the test facility,

which consists mainly of delivery and recovery systems of the test fluid, Freon-113, in
addition to various instrumentations to monitor and record the data, is the test section. It

consists of a vertical transparent glass tube and a cartridge type heater located inside the glass
tube with annular space for fluid flow. Use is made of the transparent test section to

investigate the hydrodynamic aspects of the critical heat flux phenomenon in addition to the
conventional heat transfer studies.

A detailed description of the test facility is given below:

a. Test section

The cartridge heater at the center of the test section is 2.17m long, 1.2cm OD with a

maximum power of 6.72 KW. The heated length of the heater is 1.88m long which is equal to

the length of the beaded glass tube that makes the outer wall of the annular space of the test

section with 1.9cm ID. The annular gap is 0.35cm wide which is equivalent to the hydraulic

radius of the annular test section. The beaded glass tube is fused at both ends with 1 inch

conical connectors for assembling with the rest of the loop. Sixteen 0.21mm OD K-type

Chromel-Alumel thermocouples are spot welded on the heater surface to monitor and record

the surface temperature of the heater during the experimental runs. The thermocouples are

covered with high-temperature thermally conductive cement to help fixing them to the heater

surface. The thermocouples are equally spaced near the center of the heater but are more

closely spaced near the two ends since dry patches are expected more frequently near the

outlet. The locations of the sixteen thermocouples are shown in Fig. 8. The azimuthal location
of each thermocouple differs from the rest of the thermocouples with respect to the heater

surface, in order to get the CHF location as closely as possible. The azimuthal locations of the

thermocouples are not shown, however, in Fig. 8.

Four spacer-rings are used to center the heater in the test section. Use is made also of the

spacer-rings to guide the thermocouple wires away from the heater surface such that the wires

extend along the glass wall. Eight thermocouples extend from the top of the test section and

the remaining eight extend from the bottom. Two Teflon flanges are attached at both ends of

the test section. Each flange has three side holes; two for thermocouple lead wires and one
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Table I Parameters for prototype (Fuel-T_get) and model

Prototype(Fuel- Target ) Model

ConcentricAnnulus Annulus

oom 0 @
HeatedLengthL_ (m) 3.6 1.83

Equivalent D_eter DH (m) 1.817xl 0-2 1.587xl 0-2

Heated Area AB (m2) 0.919 7.3xl 0-2

FIuM Water Freon-113

Pressure (kPa) " 138 101

V_loc_(m) vp - 2 vm - 1

#1 , #2 #1 , #2
_sub,

Subcooling hf_- 0.0447, 0.0231 0.265, 0.137

CHF (C-T) qc" (kWl.m2). 16- 257, 16- 141 6- 131 , 6- 70

Power (kW) ----- 6
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Table 2 Parameters for prototype (Fuel-Fuel) and model

p

Prototype(Fuel- Fuel) Model

....... ConcentricAnnulus Annulus

o.0-.- @
HeatedLenglhIll (m) 3.6 1.83

Equivalent Diameter DH (m) 1.361xl 0-2 1.587xl 0-2

Heated Area AH (m 2) 1.506 7.3xl 0-2

Fluid Water Freon-113

Pressure (kPa) 138 101

Velocity(m) Vp - 2 Vm - 1

#1, #2 #1, #2
Ahs_,

Subcooling -------- 0.0447, 0.0231 0.265, 0.137hf=
CHF (C-T) qc'" (kWIm 2) 15- 195, 15 - 108 6- 131 , 6 - 70

Power (kW) ..... 6
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serves as pressure tap connection.

The upper and and lower plena are made of 2 inch Pyrex crosses. The connections to the

test section and the delivery and recovery lines are made via 2 to 1 inch Pyrex reducers. The

test section is equipped with two flow resistance devices made of hard Teflon in the shape of

a tapered plug as can be seen in Fig. 8. A male and a female threads are adopted in making

the traversing mechanism of the flow restriction devices which produces various degrees of
flow restriction by reducing/opening the flow area. The lower plenum is mounted on a steel

flange which, in turn, is mounted on the main loop structure. Both the upper and the lower

steel flanges have three holes, 3/8 inch NPT in size, for the flow restriction device traversing

mechanism, the main heater, and a pressure tap connection.

b. Freon delivery and recovery system

A 2 HP centrifugal pump, capable of delivering 145 gpm maximum flow rate and 67 ft of

maximum head, is used to supply Freon to the test section. The pump is installed at the

lowest point of the test loop and a draining valve is attached to it. A by-pass line with a ball

valve is connected to the inlet and outlet of the pump to regulate the flow rate to the test

section. Downstream of the pump a preheater is installed to control the Freon temperature

entering the test section. The 2 KW galvanized steel preheater can increase the Freon

temperature, flowing at 30 cm/sec in a 1 inch diameter tube, by 10 C. Downstream of the
preheater the system branches into two: upflow and downflow branches. To direct the flow in

either direction a set of two valves (two sets are available) is closed which will force the

Freon to follow, say, in the upward direction in the test section. The test section outlet, for
both up and down flow cases, is connected to the inlet of a condenser which consists of

double sets of coils submerged in a water bath. The outer set has 22 coils with 43cm OD and
32.4cm ID, and the inner set has 15 coils with 31cm OD and 28cm ID. The outlet of the

condenser is connected to a subcooler which controls the Freon subcooling, if needed,

required for the experimental runs. The subcooler consists of a chest-type freezer with a bath

of Ethylene Glycol in which a set of 17 coils with 43cm OD and 32.4cm ID is submerged. If
no subcooling is desired, the Freon emerging from the condenser could be directed to by-pass
the subcooler to the pump inlet.

A 1 inch ID by-pass tube is connected to the test section. The flow through the by-pass

line is controlled by a ball valve and is measured by a turbine flow meter. Ten tubular band-

type heaters of 495W power each are mounted on the by-pass line and are used to match the
temperature conditions of '_he flow inside the by-pass line with the temperature conditions

inside the test section. The by-pass line isolates the flow disturbances and/or instabilities

generated in the loop from the test section instabilities.

The test loop is supplemented with a 15 gallon, galvanized steel degassing tank located at

the highest point of the test section. Two immersion heaters of 600W power each are screwed
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Figure 8 Test section and location of the hearer thm'mocouplcs
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at the bottom of the degassing tank which is equipped with a level gauge to monitor the Freon

level inside the degassing tank. A condenser is attached to the degassing tank that utilizes
water to cool a set of 28 coils with 6.35cm OD and 5cre ID. The degassing tank along with

the heaters and the condenser could be used to regulate the pressure in the loop resembling a

pressurizer in a reactor.

The loop has four relief valves that are connected to the test section lower plenum, the test
• section upper plenum, positive pressure line of the degassing tank, and to the negative

pressure line of the degassing tank with cracking pressures of 210kPa(30psi), 210kPa(30psi),
21kPa(3psi), and -6.89kPa(-1psi) respectively. The outlets of the relief lines are connected to

a dump tank which, in turn, is connected to the atmosphere. The dump tank is equipped with

a 6.89kPa(lpsi) cracking pressure relief valve.

Two solenoid valves are mounted on the outlet of the preheater and the inlet to the

condenser to isolate the test section from the rest of the loop in case of an accident or

unanticipated breakage of the test section. The Freon circulating through the loop is regularly

filtered using a 25 micrometer pleated paper filter cartridge to trap any impurities or dirt that

might exist in the Freon stream. The test section assembly is encased in a box of transparent,
anti-shattering Lexan sheets to provide protection for personnel and instrumentations against

and breakage of the test section.

c. Instrumentation

The parameters that are monitored and recorded in this experiment are: temperature,

pressure, flow rate, degree of flow restriction, and heaters' power. Data are measured and
recorded via MetraByte's DAS-8PGA/EXP-16 data acquisition system, whereas Labtech

Notebook software is used to manage and analyze the collected data. The DAS-8PGA/EXP-

16 system contains the original eight analog input channels in the DAS-8PGA box, in

addition to two F_XP-16 multiplexer boxes with sixteen analog input channels in each box,

variable gain setup switches, and cold junction sensing and compensation circuitry for direct
temperature measurement using thermocouples. The sampling rate for ali channels is 1 Hz

and the duration of continuous sampling is 10 minutes.

Description of the instrumentation is detailed in the subsections below:

- i) The test section heater surface temperature is measured using sixteen 0.21 mm OD K-type

Chromel-Alumel thermocouples that are spot-welded on the heater aurface and are covered

with high temperature thermally conductive cement. An ice box is installed to serve as a

reference point for the heater thermocouples. If CHF occurs in a heat flux controlled

experiment, the wall temperature rises sharply and may result in a burnout of the heater if the

power is not tripped immediately. To avoid such a drastic deterioration in the surface

temperature, a feedback control circuit is built with a solid state relay that cuts the power off
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the heater if the surface temperature exceeds 150 C at any point on the heater surface. The

trip circuit will also cut the power off the heater if any of the thermocouples fails to function

properly. The sixteen thermocouples are connected to the EXP-16 multiplexer box number 1

which has a set gain of I000. The power to the heater could also be cut off manually using an

on-off switch located on the electronic circuit box. Fig. 8 shows the locations of the heater
thermocouples. The power trip circuit was calibrated to trip the heater at a temperature of

1SOC for each thermocouple using a known temperature source.

ii) The temperature of the test fluid is monitored !r_.,,_,verallocations around the loop in order

to establish the temperature conditions designated fc_rthe specific experimental run. The fluid

temperature measurements are made with K-type Chromel-Alumel thermocouples of 1/16

inch diameter, at nine locations in the test loop. the thermocouples are directly connected to

EXP-16 multiplexer box number 0 set to a gain of 50 and taking advantage of the cold
junction sensing and compensation circuitry. The code name and location of each

thermocouple is given below:

1. FT1 Test section inlet fluid temperature (upflow case)

2. FT2 Test section outlet fluid temperature (upflow case)

3. FT3 Degassing tank fluid temperature

4. FT4 Condenser outlet fluid temperature
5. FT5 Subeooler outlet fluid temperature

6. FT6 Preheater inlet fluid temperature

7. F1"7 Preheater outlet fluid temperature

8. FT8 By-pass line outlet temperature (upflow case)

9. FT9 By-pass line inlet temperature (upflow case)

Ali thermocouples were individually checked against malfunctioning and/or wrong

connection. The thermocouples used are made of 304 SS sheathed and ungrounded.

iii) Two turbine flow meters are instaUed in the loop to measure the flow ram of Freon at two

locations. Information given below contain location, purpose, and range of each flow meter:

1. Main flow meter: located near the inlet to the preheater and is used to measure the flow rate

in the loop with range of 0.75-7.Sgpm.

2. By-pass flow meter: located on the test section by-pass Lineand is used to measure the flow

rate in the by-pass line with range of 0.75-7.5gpm.

Both turbine flow meters were calibrated by manufacturer. The calibration curve for the

turbine flow meters is shown in Fig. 9. The output signals of the turbine flow meters are

directed to the DAS-8PGA box (with set gain of 1). Independent DC power supply is
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provided for each flow meter with an input voltage of 12VDC.

iv) Pressure measurements are made at five locations in the test loop. Three differential

diaphragm-type pressure transducers are used to measure the pressure drop across the lower

plenum, the test section and the upper plenum with ranges of 14kPa, 35kPa psi, and 35kPa

psi, respectively. Mating connectors are used to connect the pressure transducers to the carrier
demodulator which is used to condition the pressure signals and hence to send them to DAS-

• 8PGA data acquisition box (with set gain of 1). The three differential pressure transducers are

calibrated using hydrostatic head of water column. The calibration curves of the three

pressure transducers are shown in Fig. 10.

The remaining two pressure measurements are made with absolute pressure gauges. The

system pressure is measured at the lower plenum using a pressure gauge with range of 0-

1400kPa (0-200psi), whereas the degassing tank pressure is measured using a gauge with a

range of 0-210kPa (0-30psi). Both pressure gauges are fixed at the main control panel of the

test loop.

v) Control panel: The powers of the main heater, the preheater, the by-pass heaters and

the degassing tank heaters are monitored using voltage and current meters which are fixed to

the control panel. The power of each heater can be varied using a power variac connected to

each heater. The control panel also has two on-off switches for control of solenoid valves,

system and degassing tank pressure gauges, turbine flow meters output voltage, and power

switches for the heaters and the pump.

The photograph of the Purdue CHF experimental facility is shown in Fig. 11.

2.3.3 Preliminary Results

A set of preliminary experiment were designed and performed to test the performance of

the various instrumentations in the test loop. After assuring the adequacy of the different

components of the test loop, such as the flow meters, the pressure transducers, the heater

thermocouples, a second set of experiments were carried out investigating the hydrodynamic

behavior of the test fluid under boiling conditions. The first attempt was to study the effect of

• increasing the heat flux on the system while maintaining the rest of parameters constant. It is

expected that, with minimal flow restriction at the inlet to the test section and substantial
restriction at the exit of the test section, the flow instability will occur with increasing heat

flux. Hence the experiment was performed with constant inlet flow rate to the test section of
35 cre/see, no inlet flow restriction, substantial outlet flow restriction, and constant inlet

subcooling.

The bypass line to the test section is kept open such that when the system reaches the

instability, the reduction in fluid flow in the test section will be compensated by increasing the

flow rate in the bypass line in order to maintain steady operating conditions. The heater power
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Figure 11 Photograph of Purdue CHF Experimental Facility
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was increased from 1.0 KW to 3.5 KW with an increment of 0.5 KW for each run. The results

of one test run is summarized below. Fig. 12 shows the flow rate into the test section vs. time

for the range of heater power used. Notice the fluctuation in the flow rate into the test section

which is caused by the boiling process. At higher heater power values the boiling becomes

very violent and chugging becomes dominant, which is clearly indicated by the large

amplitude of the oscillation in the flow rate signal. Fig. 13 shows the mean flow rate into the

. test section vs. the heater power. It is clear that the flow rate falls from the mean value of 35

cm/sec to a much lower value at heater powers in access of 2.5 KW, which indicates the

occurrence of the flow instability. The phenomena of chugging could be explained as

follows: When boiling takes piace in a closed channel, or loop, at relatively high rates, the

vapor generated expands in the loop and causes the inlet fluid to decelerate. After the vapor
has condensed, the pressure in the loop wiU drop and hence will cause the fluid to accelerate

in the test section causing further rapid boiling which will again produces large amount of

vapor, and so on.

Fig. 14 shows the inlet subcooling to the test section for three different values of heater

power. Notice that the subcooling decreases with time. This was caused by the continuous

running of the experiment. If constant subcooling is desired then time should be allowed

between individual runs. Fig. 15 shows the temperature of the two-phase mixture coming out

of the test section for the same runs reported in the previous figure.

Fig. 16 shows the pressure drop across the test section for two values of heater power.

Notice the decrease in the mean pressure drop when boiling boiling occurs. This is mainly
due to increase in the void fraction in the test section.

The photographs of the boiling in the test section are shown in Figs. 17-19 for different

heater power. At heater power of 1.5kW (Fig. 17) we observe a subcooled boiling. This is

also evident from the outlet fluid temperature (Fig. 15). At heater power of 2.5kW (Fig. 18)

the we observe saturated boiling. At heater power of 3.5kW (Fig. 19) there is vigorous boiling

with large amount of vapor produced. The vapor bubbles coalesce and the flow regime is

almost chum-turbulent. This region shows the occurence of instability as seen from the mass
flow rate.

Currently the experiments are being carried out to study in detail the hydrodynamically

induced flow instability and CHF for various system parametrs such as inlet subcooling, fluid
flow rate, system power, system inlet and outlet restriction conditions.
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Figure 17 Photograph of the test section at liquid velocity of

35crrgs, heater power of 1.5kW, and inlet subcooling 2412
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Figure 18 Photograph of the test section at liquid veloci_ of

25cre/s, heater power of 2.5kW, and inlet subcooling 24C
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Figure 19 Photograph of the test section at liquid velocity of

20cre/s, heater power of 3.5kW, and inlet subcooling 24C
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3 POST CHF IN INVERTED FLOW

Inverted annular flow, which consists of a liquid core surrounded by a vapor annulus, as

shown in Fig. 20, is of considerable importance in the areas of confined, low quality film

boiling applications such as LWR accident analysis. While many analytical and experimental
heat transfer studies for this flow situation have been carried out, the relevant hydrodynamics

of the post-CHF flow field received less attention. A more thorough understanding of the

hydrodynamics of the post-CHF flow is necessary in order to adequately assess post-CHF

heat transfer due to the coupled thermo-hydraulic nature of confined flow film boiling

phenomena. Consequently, the determination and characterization of the various two-phase

flow regimes both before and after CHF become important in determining heat transfer (as
well and mass and momentum transfer).

A visual study of film boiling was carried out to determine the flow regime transition in
the post-eHF region for a transient bottom reflooding of a hot transparent test section. The

effect of test liquid subcooling and inlet velocity on flow transition as well as on the quench

front propagation was investigated. The respective ranges for liquid velocity and subcooling

were 1.8-26.8cm/scc and 20-45C, respectively. The test liquid was Freon 113 which was

introduced into the bottom of the quartz test section whose walls were maintained well above
the film boiling temperature of the mst liquid, via a transparent heat transfer fuid. The flow

regimes observed down stream of the upward moving quench front were the rough wavy, the
agitated, and the dispersed droplet/ligaments in agreement with a steady state, two-phase core

injection study carried on recently by one of the authors. A correlation for the flow regime

transition between the inverted annular and the dispersed droplet/ligament flow patterns was

developed. The correlation showed a marked dependence on the void fraction at the CHF

location and hence on the flow regime encountered in the pre-CHF region.

3.1 State of the Arts Review

Most of the research on the post-CHF region dealt mainly with heat transfer. Excellent
reviews of the widespread literature were provided by Jordan[19] and Clemments and

Clover[20]. A subsequent review by Kalinin et al.J21] considered both free and forced

convective film boiling in great detail. Complete tabulations as well as extensive graphical

comparisons of the various predictive equations for heat transfer were given. However,

because heat transfer is significantly influenced by the regime of film boiling, some of the
disagreement among the various correlations are not so readily explained due to insufficient

understanding of the complex hydrodynamics of the post-CHF region[8].

Visual and high-speed motion picture observations of film boiling in channels have been

reported by a number of researchers. For upward flow of liquid nitrogen in a vertical tube,
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LavcrtyandRohsenow[22]obtainedtwodistinctflowregimes:aninvertedannularflowwith

liquidinthecenterandvaporintheannulusoccurredatthebeginningoftheheatedsection,

followedby a dispersedregionofUgamcnts/droplctsofUquidsatgreatertubelengths.Ina

subsequentstudy,Forslundand Rohscnow[23]confirmedthe largedeparturefrom

equilibriumindispersedflowfilmboiling.A detailedreviewof visualstudiesinthepost-

CHF regionwas reportedby DcntenandIshii[8].A detailedexperimentalstudyofinverted

annularflow for the adiabaticand diabaticcases were reportedby Ishiiand co- m

workers[7,24,25].The disintegrationoftheliquidcoreintodropletswas foundtobcducto
two differentmechanisms:wave instabilitiesattheinterfaceand roll-waveentrainment.

Correlationsfor core shape,breakupmechanismsand dispersedcore drop sizewcrc

developedfortheadiabaticcase,by extendingtheresultsof frccjetinstability,roll-wave

entrainmentand churnturbulentdropletstabilitystudies.The diabaticstudyreportedthe

presenceoffourwell-definedflowregimesinthepost-CHFregion;namely,invertedannular,

agitated, invert'cd slug/chum and dispersed flow regimes. The axial extent of each flow
regime, as well as the transition from one regime to another, was found to depend markedly

on the relative velocity between the gas and the liquid, in agreement with the observation of

Lavcrty and Rohsenow[22]. Correlations were developed for the axial extent of flow regimes
reportedabove.

A numbt:rofcomputercodesand analytical/empiricalmodelshavebccndevelopedfor

predictionsoi void fractions,wall temperaturesand heat fluxesin the post-CHF

rc#on[11,26].A reviewofthenumerousanalyticalandcrnpiricalmethodsforannularand

slugflowfilmboilingwas carriedoutby Grocncvcld[27],whileChcn[28],inhisreview,

examined phcnomcnologicalquestionsrelevantto our understandingof the transport

mechanismsin the post-CHF heattransfer.Yadigarogluand Bensalcm[29]presenteda

criticaland thoroughreviewof the variousapproachesthatarc used formodelingof

interfacialmass generationin two-phaseflows,includinga detaileddiscussionof the

mechanisticmodels forinvertedannularand dispersedflowfilmboiling.More recently,

NelsonandUnal[30]developeda heattransfermodelforthepost-CHFregionbasedon flow
wansidon criteria.

Ishii and Dcntcn[8,31] extended the studies, reported by Ishii and co-workers[7,24,25], to

investigate the axial extent and flow regime transition in an idealized inverted annular flow

geometry where a two-phase liquid core is injected into the heated test section surrounded by

a gas annulus. They correlated the axial extent of the agitated flow regime in the post-CHF

rc#on in terms of the two-phase liquid jet Capillary number, Ca= _fjJ , and the jet theoretical
(3

void fraction. Their correlation is given by:

[1 1"22(X1L/D= S95 1 0.8
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The brief review presented above indicates that more effort has been recently put into the
study of hydrodynamics of the post-CHF region. However, it is evident that there is a need for

an experimental data base, to be used for validation of heat transfer models, on the

hydrodynamics of the post-CHF region in a transient reflooding case. This paper attempts to
address the case of low pressure, low fow, transient bottom reflooding experiment, explain

the hydrodynamic characteristics of the flow field downstream of a moving quench front, and

• develop a flow transition criterion for the agitated regime in the post-CHF region.

3.2. Post CHF Experiment

3.2.1 Experimental Facility

An experimental facility was previously constructed to study steady-state film boiling of
liquid Freon 113 in a transparent quartz tube test section. The inlet of this section was

modified to run transient experiments, where a quench front is allowed to propagate
downstream in the test section, with measurable inlet flow conditions at the heated test

section entrance. Since a very elaborate description of the experimental apparatus is given

elsewhere[32,33], the following is a brief summary of the modified experimental facility.

A schematic of the modified film boiling facility is shown in Fig. 21. With the
arrangement shown, transient post-CHF flow field could be. established in the test section.

The heated portion of the test section, 1.0 m in length, consists of two coaxial quartz tubes
(see Fig. 22). The dimensions of the inner and outer quartz tubes were 18/15 mm OD/ID and

35/31 mm OD/ID, respectively, giving an annular gap of 17 mm through which a high-
temperature heat transfer fluid (Syltherm 800 by Dow Coming) was circulated. The inner

quartz tube extended beyond the ovter quartz tube to provide an unheated entrance length of

15 cm. Core liquid flow rates were measured with a turbine flow meter. Pressure taps were

located in the piping at the start of the unheated length of the inlet quartz tubing and in the

piping at the outlet of the heated portion of the test section. Chromel-alumel thermocouples

were inserted in the flow stream at the same locations as the above-mentioned pressure taps,

and were also inserted into the flow of heat transfer fluid entering and leaving the heated
portion of the test section.

Post-CHF conditions could be established in the test section by heating the heat transfer

. fluid above minimum film boiling temperature and then introducing the test fluid into the
inner quartz tube directly. The drawback with this approach is one of lack of control of the

annular vapor flow conditions. This difficulty was overcome in the previous experiments by

establishing an idealized geometry where a gas annular jet is injected into the test section
simulating the vapor annulus that surrounds the liquid core in the case of inverted annular

flow. This geometry was, however, abandoned in this experimental study for the purpose of
investigating the hydrodynamics of the transient flow field downstream of a quench front.

Photographic observation of the post-CHF-hydrodynamic behavior within the heated test
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sectionwas accomplishedusingstillphotography.Motionpicturesweretakentorecordthe

speedofpropagationofthequenchfrontinthetestsection.Lightingforthestillphotography

,rasprovidedby a 3gs strobelightsdeliveringa 0.5w-spulseoflightbouncedoffa white

backgroundand ontothe testsection.A transparentruler,marked in I cm increments

. (beginningwithzeroatthetestsectioninlet)was flxcdalongthesideofthetestsection.This

rulergavereadyreferencetotheaxialpositionalongtheheatedtestsection.

3.2.2 Experimental Parameters

Essential variables in this e,,perimental study were the jet core liquid flow rate and the

subcooling of the inlet core. The ranges of the flow parameters are given below:

Flowparameter Range

Inlet velocity 1.8-26.8 crn/sec

Inlet subcooling 20-45C

3.3 Experimental Observations

In this section an overview of the hydrodynamics of the post-CHF flow field is given.

Graphical data for flow regime axial extent are also presented. Due to its dominance in the
flow field, emphasis in the analysis is placed on the transition flow pattern between inverted

manular and dispersed/ligament droplet flow (agitated regime). Still photographs taken with
black and white films were analyzed by placing the developed negatives in a slide projector.
Initially, general flow field observations were made. Then a more careful and detailed

analysis generated data on the axial extent of the various flow regimes present, using the
image of the transparent ruler mounted alongside the test section as a reference. Motion

pictures of the quench front propagation were analyzed using a VCR with a frame-by-frame

advancing capability. Details of the experimental methods and analysis can be found in [33].

3.3.1 Hydrodynamic Behavior of the Post-CHF Flow Field
i

In the present film boiling experimental study, the post-CHF flow regimes were similar to

the flow patterns established previously by Ishii and Denten[31 ]. For single-phase liquid core
injection, in the steady-state experiment, the post-CHF flow field contained four basic f_w

regimes: the smooth regime (stable inverted annular flow), the rough wavy regime, the

agitated regime (transition flow between inverted annular and dispersed droplet flow), and the

dispersed ligament/droplet regime[25]. For two-phase core injection, flow patterns resembling

the rough wavy regime and the transition between inverted annular and dispersed droplet flow

(the agitated regime), along with the dispersed ligament/droplet regime were observed[8].

The flow regimes observed in this experimental study are generally similar to the flow
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regimes observed for the steady-state, two-phase core injection experiment. In what follows

we describe, briefly, the flow regimes encountered in the flow field downstream of the moving
quench front.

a) Rough wavy regime

The rough wavy regime, or inverted annular flow preliminary break down, is present only

for pre-CHF bubbly flow upstream of the quench front. The dominant features of the rough

wavy regime are the presence of a fairly stable, intact liquid plus vapor central core, along
with a very rough annular vapor-core liquid interface. Small vapor bubbles can be seen inside

the two-phase core, Fig. 23, while small disturbances on the surface of the core quickly grow

to large amplitude roll waves. Shearing and entrainment of core liquid from roll wave crests

result in a reduced diameter core, along with fine structure liquid entrainment masses at the

end of the rough wavy/beginning of the agitated flow regime. The axial extent of the rough

wavy regime tends to increase gradually with increase in liquid inlet flow rate and, to a lesser
degree, with subcooling.

b) Agitated regime

The agitated regime, which includes the inverted slug-churn flow field, is present for all

pre-CHF flow regimes (bubbly, slug, and annular) upstream of the quench front. The agitated

regime constitutes the unstable transition flow pattern between inverted annular flow film

boiling and dispersed ligament/droplet flow, Fig. 24. The dominant features of the agitated

regime are the presence of thin, very fine structure skirt-like annular liquid sheets and small
droplet clouds close to the heated wall.

c) Dispersed droplet/ligament regime

The dispersed droplet/ligament regime is present for all types of pre-CHF flow (bubbly,
slug, and annular) upstream of the quench front. Beginning at the downstream edge of the

agitated regime, the dispersed flow pattern extends to the test section exit for all trials in this

experimental study. The dominant feature of this flow regime is the presence of fairly

homogeneous dispersed liquid droplets and small ligaments, Fig. 25.

3.3.2 Agitated Liquid Entrainment mass

The distinct feature of the agitated flow regime is the presence of agitated liquid

entrainment masses of annular shape that travel at a relatively high speed in a close proximity

to the heated wall. The large interfacial area and the high speed at which the agitated
entrainment masses travel suggest large heat and momentum transfer rates. De Jarlais and

Ishii[32] provided an explanation of the formation mechanism of this type of entrainment
masses.
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Figure 23 Photograph of post-CHF flow illustrating rough wavy regime
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Figure 24 Photograph of post-CHF flow illustrating agitated regime
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Figure 25 Photograph of post-CHF flow illustrating dispersed droplet/ligament regime
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As the roll wave disturbances grow in amplitude and volume, their large surface area per
volume results in their rapid acceleration by the vapor annulus stream. As a result, liquid is

pulled away from the liquid core. This accelerated liquid, as sheet-like expanded and

distorted roll waves and as droplets sheared form rc" wave crests, forms a thin, highly
agitated annulus of liquid in close proximity to the heated wall, Fig. 26. As this agitated

annular structure moves downstream, it depletes the liquid core, reducing it in diameter, while

itself losing mass, from evaporation and from droplets shearing-off and accelerating

downstream faster than the bulk of the agitated region. When this liquid which has been
formed and ejected from the agitated region has progressed downstream far from its point of

original occurrence, it becomes less coherent. Gaps can be seen in the once-uniform sheet,

and is not in continual, close proximity of the heated wall. Eventually this annular sheet of

liquid degrades into droplets and small ligaments.

3.3.3 Quench Front Propagation

The quench front propagation, shown in Fig. 27 is relatively slow compared to the Freon

inlet velocity, hence the quisi-steady nature of this experiment. The fluid residence time in the

test section is very small compared to the dme it takes the quenching front to propagate

downstream to the outlet of the test section. Notice that the quench front propagation is

almost independent of the Freon inlet velocity for this specific test section. Isolated quenching

spots were observed to form at higher Freon inlet velocity and were observed to propagate

downstream into the test section. Eventually the main quench front will merge with the

isolated quench spots resulting in an apparent jump in the propagation of the original quench

front, lt is thought that precursory cooling is causing the formation of the isolated quenching
spots.

3.3.4 Axial Extent of Agitated Flow Regime

Dimensional plots for the axial extent of the agitated flow regime versus the inlet Freon

velocity are given in Figs. 28-30. The first plot is for pre-CHF bubbly flow regime, the second

is for pre-CHF slug flow regime, and the third is for pre-CI-IF annular flow regime. The axial

extent data for these plots were obtained by visual analysis of the still photographs taken with
a 55-mm lens (35-cm field view). Several general trends are apparent in Figs. 28-30. The

increase in Freon inlet velocity results in a gradual increase in the axial extent of the agitated

flow regime. Subcooling has a little, if any, effect on the axial extent of the agitated flow

regime since the temperature at the CHF location is similar for similar wall temperatures. It is

noted that the axial extent of the agitated flow regime observed in this experimental study is
less than the axial extent for the steady-state two-phase core injection experimentS8].

3.3.5 Correlation for Axial Extent of Agitated Regime
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To maintain continuity with the steady state, two-phase, core injection study, a correlation

of the following form is proposed:

=595 f
where f is a correction factor. The axial extent of the agitated flow regime, scaled with the

mixture Capillary number and the liquid core diameter, is plotted in Fig. 31. The solid line in

Fig. 31 represents the correction factor obtained from the experimental data points while the

dotted line represents the correction factor reported by Ishii and Denten[23]. The correction

factor for the present set of data is given by the following relation:

1 0.854

Fig. 31 shows the strong dependence of the axial extent of the agitated flow regime on the
void fraction at the CHF location and hence on the flow regimes in the pre-CI-IF region. A

comment should be made here concerning the plot of the correction factor f in Fig. 31. At

lower void fraction, at the CHF location, the curve of f represents the upper bound of the axial

extent, whereas at higher void fractions, the curve is merely an average value of the

experimental data points. Since only still photography was used to determine the axial extent

of the agitated regime, the axial extent for lower void fraction values, i.e. higher values of

dimensional extent, captured in the photographs is not always the true axial extent, for the

liquid core may extend further after shooting the picture. However, for higher void fraction
values, i.e. lower values of dimensional extent, the axial extent captured in the photographs is
much closer to its final value.

3.4 Concluding Remarks

A visualization study of film boiling during transient quenching, by introducing Freon 113

into the bottom of a heated quartz test section, was carded out. It has been established that the

axial flow pattern in this study consists basically of three regions, namely, rough wavy,

agitated, and dispersed droplet/ligament, in agreement with the flow field observed in the

steady-state, two-phase core injection experiment[31].

The most significant of the above-mentioned flow regimes, as far as the analysis of post-

CHF heat transfer is concerned, is perhaps the agitated regime. The large interfacial surface

generated in the agitated region indicates large heat and momentum transfer rates. Large

momentum transfer is manifqsted in the periodic formation and acceleration of thin, highly

agitated liquid entrainment masses. The fine structure and large interfacial area of these

agitated entrainment masses indicate high heat transfer as these annular mass structures

accelerate up the test section in close proximity to the heated wall.
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The low propagation speed of the quench front indicates that the c_m'ent experimental

study could be considered as quasi-steady and consequently the results of this experimental
study could be compared with the results of the steady-state experiments to obtain the final

flow transition criteria for the agitated regime. A correlation for the axial extent of the

agitated flow regime was developed. This correlation

L/D = 595 C_a 1 0.854

shows marked dependence of the axial extent on the void fraction at the CFIF location. It is
noted that the above correlation is functionally similar to the correlation developed by Ishii

and Denten[30] with difference in the exponent. It also shows that the extent of the pre-

dispersed region is shorter in the propagating rewetting front case than in the steady state
case. This is caused by the increased disturbances generated by the rewetting process. This is

a significant effect which has not been known before. This correlation is to be used for the

development of heat transfer model for the post-CHF region based on the hydrodynamics of
the flow field. It is very important to distinguish between the agitated regime and the

dispersed droplet/ligament regime in developing heat transfer model because the heat transfer

mechanisms are completely different.
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